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Digging the Ness of Brodgar, Orkney: Neolithic: (c3200 – 2100BC)
9 – 20 July 2018 A report by Doug Courtney
It’s a long way from Marlow: we went by train, ferry – a total of thirteen hours sitting
on trains, 90 minutes on a ferry plus a taxi and a bus-ride, and an overnight stay en
route each way in Inverness. While there the weather was mainly warm and sunny
climbing to maybe 20oC on some days, with occasional light showers, and rarely
needing a sweater.
The islands are well worth a visit even if you don't dig. We rented a car for 2 days
and explored the mainland. We visited the Tomb of the Eagles, Tomb of the Otters,
The Italian Chapel, Maeshowe, Skara Brae, Skaill House, Barnhouse Village, Stones
of Stenness, Ring of Brodgar, Broch of Gurness, and Wideford Hill Chambered
Cairn. We also had a tour of the Highland Park whisky distillery!! We stayed at a
hotel in Kirkwall, and were transferred to the site each day in a courtesy minibus of
the site, a ride of only 15 minutes. On arrival on the first day, there was the Health
and Safety briefing, an explanation of the small finds system and a quick site tour,
before we were allocated to different supervisors of the various trenches and
structures. I was allocated to Claire Copper in the area of structure 26, Trench P.
See: http://www.nessofbrodgar.co.uk/trench-plan/
I was set to work shaving about 1mm from the top of an area that had been under
cover for the winter and was covered in green algae. Then I was moved to another
area for the same job, and after a couple of days was joined by another Ness of
Brodgar virgin (from Farnham) to take down the area by a whole 2 cms! By the end
of the two weeks we had lowered our section by perhaps 12-15 inches. Trowelling is
a very delicate affair, as there are deposits of very fragile pot and bone, which it is
easy to trowel through if you're not careful. Much of the pot looks like charcoal or
burnt bone. Bone often crumbles when you try to lift it
.
(so does some pot!). Certain items that must be
recorded as small finds: Pot, Large or articulated
bone, incised stone, 'Foreign' stone, Pumice, Worked
stone, Cramp (clinker or cremation slag), worked
bone, Pitchstone, daub, and flint. After working at
Vindolanda, and in the south of England, small-finding
flint seems odd, but they get excited about it as there
is none locally, and it has to be brought in from
elsewhere. Incised stone (sometimes in patterns and
sometimes looking like a second-hand chopping
board) also gives rise to Oohs and Aahs (see picture).
Foreign stone is anything that is not building material, or a tool, that would have been
brought in for some other purpose, which may be heavier than normal, odd shape,
rounded by water, multi-coloured, speckled, crystalline etc.
I did find a large incised stone - The enhanced picture was taken by a fellow digger,
Mike Brace, with a fancy piece of photo-equipment. A couple of pieces of flint, one
small (about 1 square inch), and the other 'one of the larger ones found on site',
which was about 2-3 inches long and about an inch wide with a nice worked edge.
The only other find that created some interest was a small piece of early Neolithic
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pot, (picture). At the end of each day the finds tray
usually contained dozens of scraps of burnt bone,
some foreign stone, and some bagged small finds.
Elsewhere there were finds of pieces of whale-bone,
much animal bone, some large pot sherds, complete
pots – but broken, hammer-stones and probably
much else that would have been taken to the findsshed for recording and preservation.
Would I go again? Certainly, and to explore the
islands - some places are just 'other-worldly'. The
people are lovely, the digging is free. You can be lucky or unlucky with finds (as you
can anywhere).
Websites:
The Ness of Brodgar: http://www.nessofbrodgar.co.uk/
The Italian Chapel: https://www.visitscotland.com/info/see-do/the-italian-chapel-p253741
Tomb of the Eagles (Isbister Cairn) : http://www.tomboftheeagles.co.uk/
Tomb of the Otters (Banks Chambered Tomb): http://www.bankschamberedtomb.co.uk/
Maeshowe Chambered Cairn: https://www.historicenvironment.scot/visit-a-place/places/maeshowe-chamberedcairn
Skara Brae and Skaill House: https://www.historicenvironment.scot/visit-a-place/places/skara-brae/
Barnhouse Village: http://www.orkneyjar.com/history/barnhouse/
Stones of Stenness: http://www.orkneyjar.com/history/standingstones/
Ring of Brodgar: https://www.historicenvironment.scot/visit-a-place/places/ring-of-brodgar-stone-circle-andhenge/history/
Broch of Gurness: https://www.historicenvironment.scot/visit-a-place/places/broch-of-gurness/history/
Wideford Hill Chambered Cairn: http://www.orkneyjar.com/history/tombs/wideford/
Highland Park Distillery: https://www.highlandparkwhisky.com/

Image from NoB Blog 19 July:
A shift at de-turfing.

“Our patch” dead centre Picture by D. Courtney
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DNA
The times they are a changing.
In 1954 I was working for the Medical Research Council
Unit based at the Atomic Energy Research Establishment,
Harwell, in Radiation Genetics In those days
Deoxyribonucleic acid {DNA} in its form of a tightly
curled double helix took no place in our research at that
time! Frankly I didn’t really comprehend its significance for
future research.
DNA was first observed by a German biochemist named
Frederich Miescher in 1869. But for many years,
researchers did not realize the importance of this molecule.
It was not until 1953 that James Watson, Francis Crick, Maurice Wilkins and Rosalind
Franklin figured out the structure of DNA — a double helix — which they realized could
carry biological information.
I thought that this article, cut and pasted from Current Archaeology May 2018, gives a very
clear indication of some of the revolutionary advances in DNA...
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The Denisovans or Denisova hominins are an extinct species or subspecies of archaic
humans in the genus Homo. Pending its status as either species or subspecies it currently
carries the temporary names Homo sapiens denisova, Homo sp. Wikipedia

Cave girl was half Neanderthal, half Denisovan.
Adapted from an article by Helen Briggs - BBC News - 22 August 2018
Once upon a time, two early humans of different ancestry met at a cave in Russia. Now
some 50,000 years later, scientists have confirmed that they had a daughter together.
DNA, extracted from long bone fragments found in the cave, show the girl, about 13 years
old, was the offspring of a Neanderthal mother and a Denisovan father. The discovery,
reported in Nature, gives a rare insight into the lives of our closest ancient human relatives.
Neanderthals and Denisovans were humans like us, but belonged to different species.
Viviane Slon, of Max Planck Institute for Evolutionary Anthropology in Leipzig, Germany,
considers that from previous studies Neanderthals and Denisovans must have occasionally
bred. How very lucky to find an actual offspring of the two groups.
Present-day, some non-African humans have a small proportion of Neanderthal DNA.
Some other non-African populations, depending on where they live, also have a fraction of
their DNA that comes from an Asian people known as Denisovans. The facts the genes have
been passed down the generations demonstrate interbreeding must have occurred.
However, the only known site where fossil evidence of both Denisovans and Neanderthals
has been found is at Denisova cave in the Altai Mountains of Siberia. Fewer than 20 archaic
humans (those belonging to species other than our own, Homo sapiens) have had their
genomes sequenced. Out of this 20 one individual has half-and-half mixed ancestry. When
other studies are taken into account, you start to get a picture that over all of our
evolutionary history humans always mixed with each other.
Neanderthals and Denisovans are known to have overlapped in time in Eurasia. The two
groups lived until about 40,000 years ago; Neanderthals in the west and Denisovans in the
east. As Neanderthals migrated eastwards, they may have encountered Denisovans at
times, as well as early modern humans. Neanderthals and Denisovans may not have had
many opportunities to meet, however when they did, they must have mated more
frequently than previously thought. Researchers deduced that the girl's mother was
genetically closer to Neanderthals of Western Europe than to a Neanderthal individual who
lived earlier in Denisova Cave. This proved that Neanderthals migrated between western
and eastern Europe and Asia tens of thousands of years before they died out. Genetic tests
also revealed that the Denisovan father had at least one Neanderthal ancestor further back
in his family tree.

A.S.
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ARCHAEOLOGY & THE PLANNING SYSTEM
The Local Planning Authority (LPA) will impose a condition that usually says “The
developer must allow and arrange for an archaeological investigation in accordance with a
Written Scheme of Investigation (WSI) approved by the LPA in advance of any works”. The
way the LPA consider the heritage implications is defined by the National Planning Policy
Framework (NPPF) and relevant Historic England (HE) guidelines. The appointment of an
archaeological contractor to comply with the planning condition is subject to CIfA
regulations and County Archaeological approval, mainly that they should be a CIfA
registered organisation, to ensure competence. MAS is very fortunate, due to excellent past
performance receive permission for certain investigations that would normally only be
approved for a registered organisation, this applies to Low Grounds, Marlow and
Sceaftesege, Cookham. Such approval imposes a requirement that MAS conducts any
investigation to the same requirements that apply to a registered organisation. The main
requirement is that any intrusive activity is supervised by the approved MCIfA always in
accordance with an approved WSI and detailed method statements, to ensure compliance.
Consider the situation at Low Grounds.
1. A system exists whereby County may designate areas as an “Archaeological Notification
Area” if any planning application is made within such an area the LPA must inform County
and seek advice. Unfortunately BerksAS do not use this system but BucksAS fortunately
does. Another issue is that whilst the LPA may seek advice from the Archaeological
Authority, they often ignore the advice as there is nothing saying they must comply.
2. NPPF states that any planning application must include the detail of anything known or
suspected about sites archaeology by researching the Historic Environment Record (HER)
etc. At Low Grounds this was not done, the initial documentation (Halcrow) stated “no
significant archaeology” It was only partly remedied which resulted in an inadequate
designation despite HE and County stating it was very significant but the LPA didn’t apply
the regulations causing all the problems.
3. NPPF makes much of asset significance, World Heritage Sites and Scheduled (designated)
Assets having the highest significance but also states that non-designated assets can have
high significance and must be treated accordingly. The problem is that nowhere is it defined
who decides on significance and what criteria apply. A couple of years ago we asked Historic
England about this, they said they were producing guidelines but never did... So even with
the formal record caution is required but the LPA don't have the expertise to know. An
inherent problem with the planning system is that archaeological decisions are currently taken
by the LPA not the archaeological authority.
4. NPPF and HE state that any significant asset within or associated with a planning
application must be investigated and recorded. HE state that if preserve in-situ is proposed, as
at Low Grounds, then first there must be excavation to determine what is being preserved insitu and state of preservation. Condition 17 on the consent was intended to achieve this but it
was ignored and the LPA refused to insist on compliance. This is why there is now up to 4m
of spoil piled on the Barrow area, making investigation difficult if not impossible.
5. There are proposed amendments to NPPF so as to restrict objections and limit conditions.
The intention being to make consent for housing and similar easier and to speed up the
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process. The CIfA are making representations and conducting a study on the impact of
planning on archaeology, we will see what happens.
6. As part of the planning process the government advises that all communities should have a
Neighbourhood Plan, not the same as a District Plan as it is produced by and for the
community not the District. The basis of a Neighbourhood Plan is that the community list
anything considered important to the community. Then in consultation with appropriate
professionals designate significance to each asset and where appropriate state what protection
or action is applied. The LPA must take note of the Asset Register and incorporate it into the
District Plan and any planning decisions, there is no discretion. The procedure is to involve
the public and community organisations by survey, all to be enabled and managed by each
Parish Council, grants are available to assist. Unfortunately both Marlow TC and Cookham
PC refuse to be involved even though Bisham and Parishes in Wycombe and other areas have
these Plans. The underlying issue is that there are plenty of regulations and guidelines
intended to benefit heritage and archaeology that in some situations override planning, the
problem is getting the Local Authorities to apply them. This can only be improved by
pressure from the electorate and public. Local voluntary groups can do much by awareness,
information, education and involvement, particularly heritage awareness, to encourage public
action but unfortunately little if anything is being done.
Colin Berks MCIfA MAAIS
.
Thanks Colin
►►►►►►►►◄◄◄◄◄◄◄◄

Clay pipes …….. Anne Spencer September 2018

This man had gripped a clay pipe stem on the left hand side of his mouth, wearing down
his canines and incisors. I had looked for an example of this ages ago when I wrote about
clay pipes in TP. Now this one has been published in British Archaeology July/August
2018 and I cannot resist including it !
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Dates for your Diary

THURSDAY 4 OCTOBER 2018 at 8pm
Monumental activity at Riding Court Farm, Datchet

►See on page 9

John Powell – Site Director, Wessex Archaeology

THURSDAY 8 NOVEMBER 2018 at 8pm
Buckinghamshire's Saxon prince: the burial at Taplow

►See on page 9

Leslie Webster – former Keeper Dept. of Prehistory & Europe, British Museum.
(joint talk MAS/AiM))

THURSDAY 24 JANUARY 2019 at 8pm
The founding of Reading Abbey, its architecture, art and music.
John and Lindsay Mullaney

THURSDAY 14 FEBRUARY 2019 at 8pm
LIDAR – the new illuminating the past
Andy McGrandle

THURSDAY 14 MARCH 2019 at 8pm
The Anglo-Saxons of the Upper Thames: dress and identity in
the 5th and 6th centuries
Dr Toby Martin – Lecturer in Early Medieval Archaeology, IoA, University of Oxford

THURSDAY 11 APRIL 2019 at 8pm
The Monks' Graveyard excavation:
finding a lost abbot at the Abbey Church and Cathedral of St Albans
Ross Lane – Site Director, Canterbury Archaeological Trust

THURSDAY 23 MAY 2019 at 8pm
Sutton Hoo
Jennifer Foster (joint talk AiM/MAS)
ALL ENQUIRIES INCLUDING MEMBERSHIP: 01628 523896
or email marlowarch.mas@gmail.com
Please watch for any programme changes: www.marlowarchaeology.org

Marlow Museum
Open hours November – March. \Open weekends and most Bank Holidays 15pm; Wednesday 2-5 pm and Sunday2-4 pm. Admission Free.
Hidden Bisham on now , soon will be The Spotted Boy
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More details about the next two talks.
THURSDAY 4 OCTOBER at 8pm
Liston Hall, Marlow SL7 1DD

Monumental activity at Riding Court Farm,
John Powell – Site Director, Wessex Archaeology
An unusually complete Early Neolithic causewayed enclosure has been discovered
at a new quarry site less than two miles from Windsor Castle. One of the earliest
known examples in Britain, it has provided a rare opportunity to excavate an iconic
ceremonial monument. This gathering place is unusually rich in artefacts, some
showing signs of boisterous festivities!
The site contains archaeological remains from multiple occupation periods,
providing evidence that people have settled, farmed and altered the landscape since
the end of the last Ice Age, a period of 12,000 years.
Image: Wessex Arrchaeology.

THURSDAY 8 NOVEMBER at 8pm
Liston Hall, Marlow SL7 1DD

Buckinghamshire's Saxon Prince: the burial at Taplow
Leslie Webster – former Keeper Dept. of Prehistory & Europe, British Museum
Leslie Webster, a specialist in Anglo-Saxon art and archaeology, was formerly senior curator of
the Early Medieval collections at the British Museum, and Keeper of its Department of Britain,
Europe and Prehistory The burial mound in the old churchyard at Taplow, excavated in

1883, contains an early 7th century Anglo-Saxon burial, from a time of great political
and religious change in England. The princely burial contained a rich and varied
collection of grave goods, now in the British Museum, similar in quality and date to
those at Sutton Hoo. The story of how it came to be excavated is one of the most
poignant and tantalising in the annals of Anglo-Saxon archaeology. Examination and
comparisons with the other princely burials at Sutton Hoo and Prittlewell, reveal the
exceptional nature of the burial, and its significance, both regionally and in a national
context.
.Pay at the door: Members of MAS/AiM £3, Visitors £4, full-time students £1.50

The Marlow Society
Thursday 30 October 20.00 Liston Hall
A Talk about George Holt Thomas.
Monday 19 November 8 pm Liston Hall
Marlow Remembers WW1- final event
Town Walks – Contact Geoff Wood : tmswalks@marlowsociety.org.uk
If you can help with these walks Geoff would be pleased to hear from
you. On the job training is also available.!
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A Holiday Experience by Colin Berks with his photographs.
Whilst recently in the Mediterranean for three weeks I visited a number of archaeological
sites, including Herculaneum and Ancient Nora, Sardinia. Having been to both several times
previously, I wanted to investigate certain intriguing aspects and informed the sites of my
MCIfA, which resulted in being introduced to the archaeologists and given access and
information not normally available to visitors.
Herculaneum
Herculaneum is a Roman city of 4,000–5,000 inhabitants in Campania, Italy, 5 miles southeast of Naples, at the western base of Mount Vesuvius. In 1709 the digging of a deep well
revealed some exceptional statues at the lowest levels, which were later found to be the site
of the theatre. Only a relatively small area of the site has been excavated as it is under
modern buildings part of a suburb of Naples. Excavation is difficult due to the site being
some 50 ft below current ground of solidified mud.
Herculaneum was severely shaken by an earthquake in AD 62, and the serious damage
suffered by its public and private buildings had not yet been repaired when it was buried by
the Vesuvius eruption of AD 79. It was thought that this happened in August, but recent
evidence indicates this may have been June or even October; currently micro environment
analysis is attempting to resolve this. Because few human remains were found during early
excavations, it was assumed that, unlike the people of Pompeii, most of the inhabitants
succeeded in escaping toward Naples, in the direction opposite to the fall of lapilli and ashes.
Unlike Pompeii there have been very few skeletons found in the town. However, recent
excavations at the ancient shoreline uncovered more than 300 human skeletons, suggesting
that numerous additional inhabitants had also perished while attempting to escape. An
associate of Pliny the Elder writes of escaping on a horse along the causeway with many
others. Intriguing are the large number of human skeletons recently found in boat houses.
The boat remains and the bones in the boat house [where poor light made photography difficult]
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It is thought that whilst many escaped along the causeway, some attempted to escape by boat.
Pliny the Younger writes of boats being sent but being unable to get close enough. When
further eruptions occurred, people sought shelter in the boat houses but then people were
killed by the intense heat generated by the volcano’s eruption. The temperatures were so high
(approaching 500 degrees C) that the inhabitants of Herculaneum were killed very quickly,
even if they were sheltering in buildings, analysis reveals that their brains exploded.
The particular circumstances of the burial of Herculaneum, unlike those of Pompeii, led to
the formation over the city of a compact mass of tufaceous material about 50 to 60 feet deep.
Although this layer made excavation extremely difficult it preserved Herculaneum and
prevented tampering and looting. The special conditions of ground humidity made possible
the preservation of wooden frameworks of houses, wooden furniture, pieces of cloth, and
food (even carbonised loaves of bread left within ovens) A remarkable find is the remains of
part of a large boat alongside the boat houses, the upper parts burnt, it then sunk into the mud
which preserved it; perhaps this explains why people couldn't escape by boat.
Ancient Nora, Sardinia
People seem to know little about this
important archaeological site which I
suggest reveals much surprising evidence
about the relationship between Rome and
Carthage. A few dozens of kilometres to
the south west of Cagliari lay one of
Sardinia’s most important archaeological sites, prosperous Phoenician
first, Carthaginian later, and finally a
Nora
crucial Roman centre. It was the first
Phoenician city in Sardinia (8th century BC), an important commercial crossroads and port of
enviable location, in the isthmus of Capo Pula, from which it was possible to set sail in any
weather. Nora, which developed fully in the 4th century BC under Punic rule, was conquered
by the Romans in 238 BC and became a municipium in the 1st century AD. In the 6th century
BC Carthaginian marine power invaded the West side of Sicily, where the towns of the
Magna Grecia put up resistance. At the end they attacked the Phoenician towns. The
Carthaginians conquered also Sulcis and Nora that had opposed resistance, hence from 509
BC. Sardinia became Carthaginian. In 238 BC., Sardinia was conquered by the Romans and
became a Roman domain. It started off as the main Roman town of the island and the
governorship’s site. The History books say Carthage and Rome wanted to control the island
of Sicily. In 264 BC the war started when the Romans sent an army to Sicily to prevent a
Carthaginian take-over. Carthage was defeated by Rome in the year 146 BC in the third Punic
war. Also that the Romans killed Carthaginians and ploughed salt into the fields preventing
crops so as to starve the Carthaginians. Well maybe in Sicily but not in Sardinia where the
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Roman governor was ordered to kill the Carthaginians and refused so was thrown into prison
but the killing never took place. The indigenous population of Sardinia had a long history of
accepting other peoples and apparently told Rome to get lost. Currently there is research into
the ruins at Nora to better understand what the remains tell us about the very different
building styles of Carthaginian and Roman. There appears to be very little destruction of
Carthaginian buildings with some Roman extensions and new Roman building abutting
Carthaginian. Also apparently evidence that Carthaginians and Romans lived together for
several hundred years. So much for the history books, never trust them without
archaeological evidence!
Thanks Colin for such an interesting article.
Several years ago my late husband and I had visited Herculaneum a couple of times but I
don’t recall seeing the boat! On another trip we drove around the archaeological sites in
Sardinia and it brought back some very happy memories.
A.S.
►►►►◄◄◄◄

Photograph of a guided tour around the Abbey
by Pam Knight.

Missenden Abbey
Bucks Archaeological Society held a midsummer reception and event at Missenden
Abbey on Sunday 24th June to launch the book of the excavations at the Abbey in the
1980s, with lectures by Dr Jill Franklin on The Augustinian Canons and the Architecture of
their Churches and Dr Yvonne Edwards on the excavations publication. There was a drinks
reception at the Abbey, tours of the park and walled garden and stalls by local societies,
including MAS.
Pam Knight
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Extracts from the Mail-on-Line Published: 24 August 2018
The Beard Kopek
By Will Stewart and Harry Pettit and Joe Pinkstone

Priceless 300-year-old coin that men had to buy to avoid Peter the Great's
'Beard Tax' in Russia is discovered in a ruined 17th Century building.
Russian archaeologists found an exceptionally rare 'beard kopek' - a coin that men had to
buy under Peter the Great if they wanted to remain unshaven. This copper coin was
minted in 1699 and is only the second known example that still survives today. The newly
found coin was discovered in a ruined 17th Century building in the Russian city of Pskov
alongside a haul of 5,000 other ancient coins.
Minted in 1699 the copper coin shows an image of a beard and moustache as well as the
description the words 'Money Paid'. The wealthy had to fork out high sums but peasants
paid just one kopek - the lowest coin of the realm. The 'beard kopeks' acted as a token
proving those with facial hair had paid and were expected to be carried at all times. The
new find was among a haul of 5,000 ancient 18th and 19th Century coins discovered in
Pskov in 2016.Only one other example is known to exist and in the Hermitage Museum in
St Petersburg. In 1698, to enforce the ban on beards, the tsar empowered police to
forcibly and publicly shave those who refused to pay the tax.
In 1728 - three years after Peter's death - the beard tax coins were removed from
circulation, melted down, and made into other money so this makes the find even more
special. .
Two years ago Emomali Rahmon the eccentric leader of Tajikistan - a former Soviet
republic - ordered police to shave off the beards of 13,000 men a measure was to stem the
tide of Islamic extremism in his country.
Now a days beards are very fashionable– the government could gain more tax by
introducing such a ruling!! Should this be brought to the notice of the Chancellor of the
Exchequer?
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Aerial photography
Britain has experienced its longest heat wave since 1976 and the hottest June on record, as a
result remarkable numbers of crop and soil marks have exposed tracing millennia of human
activity; the previously undiscovered or long-hidden outlines of everything from Neolithic
cursus monuments laid out more than 5,000 years ago, Deserted Medieval Villages to
remnants of the Second World War. Some aerial photographs even made the front pages of
some newspapers. For example Prehistoric monuments and settlement near Eynsham,
Oxfordshire, have become visible during the hot summer appeared in the Guardian 18 August
2018. Photograph: Damian Grady/Historic England

Aerial survey is one of the most important non- invasive tools for discovering archaeological sites; so
what is the history of this activity that is now taken for granted?

William Stukeley

William Stukeley, [1687– 1765] an English antiquarian, physician, author and
Anglican clergyman, did much pioneering work in the archaeological
investigation of the prehistoric monuments, particularly Stonehenge and
Avebury. In Stuart Piggots biography of William Stukeley [Thames & Hudson
Ltd:1985 page 52] he records that in the summer of 1718 Stukeley spent time
in Great Chesterford in Essex. Stukeley described a Roman temple from
differential corn growth at Great Chesterford, Essex, surely this must be the
first time crop marks were noted.

Stonehenge from a hot air balloon 1906
The first aerial photograph was taken in 1858 by Felix
Tournachon, from a tethered balloon in France; those
photographs no longer exist. The oldest surviving aerial
photograph is one of Boston, USA, taken by James Wallace
Black in 1860, also using a tethered balloon. The first
archaeological site to be photographed from the air was
Stonehenge. They were taken from a balloon in 1906 by
Lieutenant P.H. Sharpe of the Royal Engineers’ Balloon
Section. The first photograph from an airplane was taken in
1908 by L. P. Bonvillain, in a plane piloted by Wilbur Wright
over France. Subsequently aviation photography was developed for science, mapping, and military
reconnaissance particularly during the WW1 1914-1918. Aerial photography remained a significant part
of RAF training in the post war years. In the 1920’s O G S Crawford, an observer in the Royal Flying
Corps, recognised the real potential of aerial reconnaissance for archaeological purposes and became
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►

the pioneer of aerial archaeology. In 1924, in collaboration with another war-time flier Alexander Keiller
[Oxford Marmalade Company family] he undertook a number of flights over Dorset, Hampshire and
Wiltshire. The results of these flights were published in 1928 in “Wessex from the Air” - Clarendon
Press and demonstrated to the world for the first time the true potential of aerial archaeology.
Crawford for the first time was using the terms crop mark and soil mark, which are so familiar to us
today; in 1953 he wrote: ‘The surface of England is a document that has been written on and erased
over and over again; and it is the business of the archaeologist to decipher it’ In the summer of 1939,
Crawford and J K St Joseph arranged a programme of reconnaissance flights in Scotland but were
interrupted by the outbreak of the WW2. In 1945, that St Joseph began his systematic reconnaissance
work.. Now there are millions of stored records covering our entire island.
The first essay I wrote when I began studying archaeology was ‘Archaeology is destruction – Why?’,
and of course it is just that, digging it up is to destruct it.. Now when money is so short the preliminaries
of a comprehensive desk study including old maps, stored aerial photography and local information
play an even more important part of the investigation of a site. With modern non invasive techniques:aerial photography, geophysics, Drones, Lidar, Satellites etc etc providing so much information
excavation areas can be better selected. But I am not covering these techniques now – I have only
scratched the surface of this subject. There is much more I could rattle on about but I will end with two
simple diagrams copied from Renfrew and Bahn: Thames and Hudson 2002

Crop marks are formed: crops grow taller and more thickly over sunken features such as ditches and
show stunted growth over such as buried walls. This may not be obvious at ground level but are often
visible from the air as different coloured bands of vegetation.
[Illustrations above and below taken from Archaeology: Theories Methods and Practice Renfrew and Bahn. 2000.Thames and Hudson]
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Hadrian’s Wall

.A Visit to County Durham – July 2018
From the pen of Sue Winter
I recently visited my very good friends, Brian and
Margaret Chambers, in County Durham. I had never
been that far north before and had no idea what to
expect – apart from Hadrian’s Wall, of course. Was I
in for a treat! Amongst the many places I visited were
Hadrian’s Wall, Durham Cathedral, Penshaw Monument, Beamish Old Village and the
Bowes Museum.
Hadrian’s Wall – Rome’s North-West Frontier. What a wonderful experience! I have seen
so many photos, but nothing prepared me for just how much there was to see, and how much
is still there after nearly 2,000 years. Hadrian started building the Wall in 120 AD; it was
about 80 miles, coast to coast, with a front line garrison of some 10,000 soldiers. There were
gates with turrets about every mile, with about 12 forts along the way. There were
settlements outside of the forts, housing the solders’ families, with shops and inns.
We visited Vindolanda, the stunning Roman fort, constantly under excavation. It was built in
85 AD (originally in turf and timber); it was subsequently demolished in 120 AD and
replaced by a stone-built fort; it was in continuous use until the end of Roman Britain in 410
AD. There is a superb museum on site which houses a significant collection of artefacts,
including the Vindolanda Writing Tablets. These wooden writing tablets are some of the
most important British archaeological discoveries in Britain. The cache of about 2,000
tablets is an invaluable source of information about life in the Roman army immediately prior
to the construction of the Wall, and includes letters from officers and their wives, reports of
military activities, and communications concerning supplies, food, clothing, building and
transport. (They even give the price of beer!)
We also visited Housesteads Roman fort where you can wander round the barrack blocks
and the hospital (and peer into the oldest toilets you will ever see) and another very good
museum. Chesters Roman Fort has one of the best preserved bath houses of Roman Britain.
Durham cathedral
Another trip was to the stunning Durham
Cathedral (a UNESCO World Heritage Site)
built in 1093 by the Normans on the site of an
earlier Saxon church, and one of the finest
examples of Norman architecture in Europe. In
1069, William the Conqueror sent 700 soldiers to Durham and took the town, but the AngloSaxons retaliated and massacred the Normans. William took a terrible revenge and, in turn,
massacred the local people and all their livestock, and destroyed their crops and homes.
‘William laid waste to the North’. In 1072, the Normans built a castle in Durham to control
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the people and, in 1093, they started work building the iconic Durham Cathedral, set on a
rocky promontory next to the Castle overlooking the medieval city and the river.
Another visit was to Beamish Old Village, an incredible 350 acre site, where we stepped back
in time to the 1800s, the 1900s, and the 1940s, with a pit village with cottages where we saw
how pitmen and their families lived. There was a typical school from 1900, and a working
colliery yard with a magnificent 163 year-old steam engine in action – the sole survivor of a
type once common in the North East. And, horror of horrors, we saw a dentist’s surgery from
about 1900 – I won’t go into the gory details, but thank goodness we are living in the 21st
century! There was even a tram to take us around the site.
I also discovered that the name Washington DC in the US derived from a small town in the
North of England, Washington in County Durham, and the first person to acquire the name
Washington lived in this town in the 1200’s. In about 1500, members of the Washington
family moved to Northamptonshire, where Lawrence Washington built
Sulgrave Manor, the entrance to which is adorned with the Washington
Shield; three stars over two stripes. A descendant, John Washington, was a
trading sailor who ended up in Virginia in 1657. His great-grandson, George
Washington, became the first President of the United States in 1789, and gave
the city its name. The Washington family shield became the flag of the United States of
America. The name Washington (Wassington) is old English for the settlement of the Wassa
people.
Our last visit was to The Bowes Museum, a beautiful Grade 1 listed French style chateau in
the historic market town of Barnard Castle, Co. Durham. It contains a wonderful collection of
paintings (including Canalettos), fashion and textiles, furniture, ceramics and sculptures,
spanning five centuries. The silver and metals included the famous Silver Swan, a life-size
244 year-old musical automaton.
I had a wonderful time – our feet didn’t touch the ground as there was just so much to see,
and my thanks go to Brian and Margaret for an absolutely wonderful visit.

If you are interested in responsible metal detecting then a new course at the
Oxford University Department for Continuing Education in association with the
Association of Detectorists might be of interest.
Metal Detecting for Archaeological Projects runs on Saturday, November 24.
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The Obelisk
At last the Marlow Obelisk is being restored. The
drainage around the base has been sorted out, the
four faces of the plinth are refaced with a lime
mortar mix and the inscriptions are painted on and
will replace the original carving. It is great to see it
looking good at last.
Thanks are due to all those who have campaigned
for its restoration.
Photo copied from the Marlovian Autumn 2018

ARE YOU A MEMBER OF MAS?
If not please do consider joining this happy band of diggers.
Why not use our website to download a membership form,
look up forthcoming events etc
wwwmarlowarchoelogy.org

Roman Basin Recovered
From Germanic Grave in Holland Tuesday, September 4, 2018
(Zuid-HollandProvince)RIJNSBURG, NETHERLANDS—
Dutch News reports that the cremated remains of
three people who may have been members of a
Germanic tribe, combs thought to have been made in
what is now northern Germany, and a rare bronze wash
basin decorated with an eagle’s head were discovered in a fourth-century A.D. grave in
the western Netherlands. The basin, which was found in fragments and has been
reconstructed, is thought to have been made in a Roman workshop in Italy for a highranking military officer stationed near the empire’s northern border some 50 years
before it was placed in the grave. Zuid-Holland provincial archaeologist René Proos
suggested the Roman officer may have used the basin to buy the loyalty of a Germanic
tribal chief. The basin and other recent finds in the region indicate the Roman army
may

have

occupied

the

Netherlands

longer

than

previously

thought.

[Thanks Peter Borrows for sending this in.]
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Postcard from Cairnpapple…

…no, I hadn’t heard of it either! Nevertheless, the site is listed in the top ten of
Scottish megalithic monuments. This multi-period sits on top of a hill to the south
of Bathgate with distant views on all horizons, when the Borders weather permits.
It didn’t the day I visited, but the first challenge was to find the site. Signposting is
sparse and disappears just when it’s most needed, faced with the choice of several
narrow lanes. Parking is almost non-existent with space (just) for two vehicles,
leaving the lane only just wide enough room for vehicles to pass.
The first evidence of use of the site comes from Neolithic hearths, imported stone
axes and pottery bowls. Somewhere in the region of 5000 years ago, a henge was
constructed with entrances through the bank and ditch to the north and south.
Inside the henge, an egg shaped ring of 24 posts surrounded an inner ring of posts.
Around 2000BC, dated by Beaker pottery, a small cairn was built in the centre of
the henge, together with standing stones and pits found to contain cremated
bones. Subsequently a larger cairn was built over the first containing burial cists.
This, in turn, was enlarged to enclose two cremation burials in inverted urns. Much
later, between 500 and 1000AD, four graves aligned ease-west were added inside
the ditch to the east.
Finally,
excavation
in
1949
involved
Interior of reconstructed cairn (Wikipedia)
construction of an artificial mound to allow
inspection of the reconstructed burials from a
manhole reached by steps from below. The
post holes and external graves were marked
by coloured gravel, giving what is an
interesting site a disappointingly unnatural
ambience.
Peter Borrows
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Finally many thanks are, of course, due to the contributors to this
edition of Times Past - without whom there would be little or no
content to print, or you may end up with how to treat our poor
brown lawns or the latest Merry Berry cake !!!
The next edition of Times Past will be out in the Spring of 2019. So
please do let me have your contributions any time between now and
then – I have a next edition file just waiting !
Comments as to the contents – be they adverse or whatever - are
always welcome.

Anne Spencer – Editor.
Anne Spencer – Editor
01628487790
Fitzroy House
21 St Peter Street
Marlow
SL7 1NQ
annerayspencer@googlemail.com
P.S. Just to add early Christmas Greetings to one and all.

Printed by

SOUTH BUCKS BUSINESS PRODUCTS.
www.southbucksprint.co.uk

01494 437470
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